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Abstract
Let X ,X1,X2, . . . be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random
variables in the domain of attraction of the normal law. A universal result in an almost
sure limit theorem for the self-normalized products of partial sums is established.
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1 Introduction
Let {X,Xn}n∈N be a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) positive
random variables with a non-degenerate distribution function and EX = μ > . For each
n ≥ , the symbol Sn/Vn denotes self-normalized partial sums, where Sn =∑ni=Xi, V n =∑n
i=(Xi – μ). We say that the random variable X belongs to the domain of attraction of




Here and in the sequel, N is a standard normal random variable, and d–→ denotes the
convergence in distribution.We say that {Xn}n∈N satisﬁes the central limit theorem (CLT).




EXI(|X| ≤ x) = . ()
In contrast to the well-known classical central limit theorem, Gine et al. [] obtained the
following self-normalized version of the central limit theorem: (Sn – ESn)/Vn
d–→ N as
n→ ∞ if and only if () holds.
The limit theorem of products nj=Sj was initiated by Arnold and Villaseñor []. Their
result was generalized byWu [], Ye andWu [], and Rempala andWesolowski [] who
proved that if {Xn;n≥ } is a sequence of i.i.d. positive and ﬁnite second moment random







N as n→ ∞. ()
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Recently Pang et al. [] obtained the following self-normalized products of sums for
i.i.d. sequences: Let {X,Xn}n∈N be a sequence of i.i.d. positive random variables with EX =




)μ/Vn d–→ e√N as n→ ∞. ()
Brosamler [] and Schatte [] obtained the following almost sure central limit theorem















=(x) a.s. for all x ∈R, ()
with dk = /k andDn =
∑n
k= dk ; here and in the sequel, I denotes an indicator function, and
(x) is the standard normal distribution function. Some ASCLT results for partial sums
were obtained by Lacey and Philipp [], Ibragimov and Lifshits [], Miao [], Berkes
and Csáki [], Hörmann [], Wu [, ]. Gonchigdanzan and Rempala [] gave ASCLT
for products of partial sums. Huang and Pang [], Wu [], and Zhang and Yang []
obtained ASCLT results for self-normalized version.
Under mild moment conditions, ASCLT follows from the ordinary CLT, but in general,
the validity of ASCLT is a delicate question of a totally diﬀerent character as CLT. The
diﬀerence between CLT and ASCLT lies in the weight in ASCLT.
The terminology of summation procedures (see, e.g., Chandrasekharan and
Minakshisundaram [], p.) shows that the larger the weight sequence {dk ;k ≥ } in
() is, the stronger the relation becomes. By this argument, one should also expect to get
stronger results if we use larger weights. It would be of considerable interest to determine
the optimal weights.
On the other hand, by Theorem  of Schatte [], () fails for weight dk = . The optimal
weight sequence remains unknown.
The purpose of this paper is to study and establish the ASCLT for self-normalized
products of partial sums of random variables in the domain of attraction of the nor-
mal law. We show that the ASCLT holds under a fairly general growth condition on
dk = k– exp((lnk)α), ≤ α < /.
In the following, we assume that {X,Xn}n∈N is a sequence of i.i.d. positive random vari-





i=Xi, V k =
∑k
i=(Xi – μ), Sk,k =
∑k
i= bi,k(Xi – μ) for  ≤ k ≤ n. an ∼ bn denotes
limn→∞ an/bn = . The symbol c stands for a generic positive constant which may diﬀer
from one place to another.
Our theorem is formulated in a general setting.
Theorem. Let {X,Xn}n∈N be a sequence of i.i.d. positive random variables in the domain
of attraction of the normal law with mean μ > . Suppose ≤ α < / and set
dk =
exp(lnα k)




















= F(x) a.s. x ∈R. ()
Here and in the sequel, F is the distribution function of the random variable e
√
N .
By the terminology of summation procedures, we have the following corollary.
Corollary . Theorem . remains valid if we replace the weight sequence {dk}k∈N by
{d∗k}k∈N such that ≤ d∗k ≤ dk ,
∑∞
k= d∗k =∞.
Remark . Our results give substantial improvements for weight sequence in Theo-
rem . obtained by Zhang and Yang [].
Remark . If X is in the domain of attraction of the normal law, then E|X|p < ∞ for
 < p < . On the contrary, if EX <∞, then X is in the domain of attraction of the normal
law. Therefore, the class of random variables in Theorem . is of very broad range.
Remark . Essentially, the problem whether Theorem . holds for / ≤ α <  remains
open.
2 Proofs
Furthermore, the following three lemmas will be useful in the proof, and the ﬁrst is due to
Csörgo et al. [].
Lemma . Let X be a random variable with EX = μ, and denote l(x) = E(X – μ)I{|X –
μ| ≤ x}. The following statements are equivalent.
(i) X is in the domain of attraction of the normal law.
(ii) xP(|X –μ| > x) = o(l(x)).
(iii) xE(|X –μ|I(|X –μ| > x)) = o(l(x)).
(iv) E(|X –μ|αI(|X –μ| ≤ x)) = o(xα–l(x)) for α > .
(v) l(x) is a slowly varying function at ∞.
Lemma . Let {ξ , ξn}n∈N be a sequence of uniformly bounded random variables. If there













dkξk =  a.s., ()
where dk and Dn are deﬁned by ().


























:= Tn + (Tn + Tn). ()
By the assumption of Lemma ., there exists a constant c >  such that |ξk| ≤ c for




u du), we have that exp(ln
α x),α < , is a slowly










































If  < α < /, then by y–α → , y → ∞, for arbitrary small ε > , there exists n such









































from the arbitrariness of ε.














































, n→ ∞. ()
This implies







, ln lnDn ∼ α ln lnn.


























Since α < / implies ( – α)/(α) >  and ε := /(α) –  > , thus for suﬃciently large n,
we get















Let Tn := Dn
∑n






By (), we have Dn+ ∼ Dn. Let  < η < ε+ε , nk = inf{n;Dn ≥ exp(k–η)}, then Dnk ≥
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By the Borel-Cantelli lemma,
Tnk →  a.s.
Now, for nk < n≤ nk+, by |ξk| ≤ c for any k,














–η(( + /k)–η – )) ∼ exp(( – η)k–η) → , i.e., () holds.
This completes the proof of Lemma .. 
Let l(x) = E(X –μ)I{|X –μ| ≤ x}, b = inf{x≥ ; l(x) > } and
ηj = inf
{





By the deﬁnition of ηj, we have jl(ηj)≤ ηj and jl(ηj – ε) > (ηj – ε) for any ε > . It implies
that
nl(ηn)∼ ηn as n→ ∞. ()
For every ≤ i≤ k ≤ n, let
X¯ki = (Xi –μ)I




































(|Xi –μ| > ηk)
))

















=  a.s., ()
where dk and Dn are deﬁned by () and f is a non-negative, bounded Lipschitz function.
Proof By the central limit theorem for i.i.d. random variables and Var S¯n,n ∼ nl(ηn) as
n→ ∞ from∑nk= bk,n ∼ n, it follows that
S¯n,n –ES¯n,n√
nl(ηn)
d–→N as n→ ∞,
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where N denotes the standard normal random variable. This implies that for any g(x)


















from the Toeplitz lemma.











= Eg(N ) a.s.
from Theorem . of Billingsley [] and Section  of Peligrad and Shao []. Hence, to

















=  a.s. ()
for any g(x) which is a non-negative, bounded Lipschitz function.










For any ≤ k < j, note that g( S¯k,k–ES¯k,k√
kl(ηk )




) are independent and
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By Lemma ., () holds.









(|Xi –μ| > ηk)
)
for any k ≥ .
It is known that I(A ∪ B) – I(B) ≤ I(A) for any sets A and B. Then for  ≤ k < j, by
Lemma .(ii) and (), we get
P
(|X –μ| > ηj) = o() l(ηj)
ηj















































(|Xi –μ| > ηj)
)
≤ kP(|X –μ| > ηj)
≤ kj .
By Lemma ., () holds.









for any k ≥ .





























i=(Xi –μ)I(|Xi –μ| ≤ ηj))
jl(ηj)
= ckE(X –μ)




By Lemma ., () holds. This completes the proof of Lemma .. 
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=(x) a.s. x ∈R. ()
Let q ∈ (/, ), then E|X| < ∞ and E|X|q < ∞ from Remark .. Using the Marcin-
kiewicz-Zygmund strong large number law, we have
Uk –  =
Sk –μk
kμ →  a.s.





Hence let ak =
√























→  a.s. k → ∞,
from / – /q > , l(x) is a slowly varying function at ∞, and ηk ≤ k + .
Therefore, for any δ >  and almost every event ω, there exists k = k(ω, δ,x) such that























(Ui – )≤ x + δ
)
. ()

























bj,kX¯kj = S¯k,k . ()





















(|Xi –μ| > ηk)
)
for x≥ ,






















(|Xi –μ| > ηk)
)













































(|Xi –μ| > ηk)
)
for x < .
























(|Xi –μ| > ηk)
)









V¯ k > ( + ε)kl(ηk)
)









V¯ k < ( – ε)kl(ηk)
)
=  a.s. ()
for any  < ε <  and δ > .
Firstly, we prove (). Let  < β < /, and let h(·) be a real function such that for any
given x ∈R,
I(y≤ √± εx± δ – β)≤ h(y)≤ I(y≤
√
± εx± δ + β). ()
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This, combining with (), () and the arbitrariness of β in (), (), holds.





















(|X –μ| > ηk)→  a.s.
Hence, () holds.
Now we prove (). For any λ > , let f be a non-negative, bounded Lipschitz function
such that
I(x >  + λ)≤ f (x)≤ I(x >  + λ/).















k –EV¯ k )
kl(ηk)
≤ cE(X –μ)








































V¯ k > ( + λ/)kl(ηk)
)
→  a.s.
Hence, () holds. By similar methods used to prove (), we can prove (). This com-
pletes the proof of Theorem .. 
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